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Question 1: (Multiple Choices):  
For the questions below in the answer sheet, shade the circle which represents 
the correct choice for every question. 

 Basic skills 

1.  I have had the same pen ______ 2 years. 

 (A) for (B) since (C) after (D) before 

2.  I had my cell phone ________ last month. 

 (A)  for (B)  since (C)  after (D)  before 

3.  I have had my new car _______________ September. 

 (A)  for (B)  since (C)  after (D)  before 

4.  He has been studying Arabic_______________ six months. 

 (A)  for (B)  since (C)  after (D)  before 

5.  They have played tennis together _______________ five years. 

 (A)  for (B)  since (C)  after (D)  before 

6.  We haven’t gone to the beach _______________ last summer. 

 (A)  for (B)  since (C)  after (D)  before 

7.  We _____ friends since first grade. 

 (A)  has been (B) have been (C) been (D) being 

8.  They _____ on the phone for two weeks. 

 
(A) not has 
talked 

(B) not have 
talked 

(C) hasn’t 
talked 

(D) haven’t talked 

9.  
Larry: __________________ played tennis? 
Brad: I’ve played tennis for three years. 

 (A)  How you (B) Did you have (C)  How long (D)  How long have you 

10.  
Nura: _________________ ______ _______ to Abu Dhabi? 
Emily: No, I haven’t been there. 

 (A)  Have been (B) Have you been (C) You have been (D)  Have you 
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11.  The phrase ‘settle down’ means _______________. 

 
(A) a response 
to good news 

(B) events in a 
particular order 

(C) succeed in 
doing 
something 

(D) get married 

12.  The word ‘sequence’ means ____________. 

 
(A) a response 
to good news 

(B) events in a 
particular order 

(C) succeed in 
doing something 

(D) get married 

13.  The word ‘accomplish’ means _________________. 

 
(A) a response 
to good news 

(B) events in a 
particular order 

(C) succeed in 
doing 
something 

(D) get married 

14.  Congratulations means: 

 
(A) a response 
to good news 

(B) events in a 
particular order 

(C) succeed in 
doing 
something 

(D) get married 

15.  A bus, a train, and a taxi are all kinds of _____________. 

 
(A) air 
quality 

(B) public 
transportation 

(C) crime rate 
(D) culture & 
recreation 

16.  An apartment is a type of _________. 

 (A) recreation (B) transportation (C) housing (D) hospital 

17.  _____________ are green areas. 

 (A) Buildings (B) Roads (C) Parking lots (D) Parks 

18.  Efficient buses are always _______. 

 (A) punctual (B) cozy (C) late (D) dangerous 

19.  Commuters worry about the amount of _______. 

 (A) traffic (B) hospitals (C) schools (D) recreation 

20.  Unscramble: r/i/b/d/e/g 

 (A) gribed (B) bridge (C) bgride (D) drigeb 

21.  Unscramble: e/i/v/h/e/l/c     

 (A) vihecle (B) hivcele (C) vehicle (D) clevehi 
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 Use the correct form of adjectives for the questions below: 
 

22.  Downtown areas are usually ______________ (noise) than the suburbs. 

 (A) noisy (B) noisier (C) noisiest (D) no noise 

23.  My hometown has the _______ (clean) air of all the towns in the country. 

 (A) cleaned (B) cleaner (C)  cleanest (D) cleaning 

 Use as…..as with the adjectives: 

24.  Joe’s pizza is as _______ as Domino’s pizza. 

 (A) quite (B) good (C) cheese  (D) olives 

25.  This red car is _____ as _______ as the blue car. 

 
(A) not, 
expensive 

(B) really, 
expensive 

(C) never, 
expensive  

(D) don’t, 
expensive 

 Choose the underlined article that is incorrect in each sentence. 

26.  
Some people say that you can see ‘The Great Wall’ of the China from the 
moon, but that’s just a myth. 

 (A) the Great Wall (B) the China (C) the moon (D) a myth 

27.  When the sun goes down at the night, you can see the moon and the stars? 

 (A) the sun (B) the night   (C) the moon (D) the stars 

28.  The Burj Khalifa in the Dubai is the tallest building in the world. 

 (A) the Dubai (B) The Burj Khalifa (C) the moon (D) the world 

29.  Choose the indirect question. 

 
(A) What time the 
bus arrives? 

(B) When does 
the bus arrive?  

(C) Do you know 
what time the bus 
arrives? 

(D) What time the 
bus arrives do you 
know? 

30.  Choose the indirect question. 

 
(A) What time 
does the bank 
open? 

(B) Could you tell 
me what time the 
bank opens? 

(C) Tell me when 
the bank opens? 

(D) The bank opens 
what time? 

31.  Choose the indirect question. 

 
(A) Who can give 
us directions? 

(B) Please can 
who give us 
directions? 

(C) Someone give 
us directions? 

(D) Could you 
please tell me who 
can give us 
directions? 
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32.   What do you use to climb the wall? 

 (A) a ladder (B) a bike (C) a hammer (D) a glass 

33.   What do you use to clean the living room? 

 (A) a spoon (B) a broom (C) a bike (D) a plate 

34.  What do you use to make tea? 

 (A) a teapot (B) a vacuum cleaner (C) a fork (D) a broom 

35.  Choose the correct spelling. 

 A. rpeil  B. plier C. priel D. liper 

36.  Choose the correct spelling. 

 (A) bagrage  (B) garbage (C) rabgage (D) gagbare 

37.  
Aisha: __________ to the mall on Saturday?  
Nura: Sorry, I can’t. I have to babysit my little sister 

 (A) Let’s we go  
(B) Why don’t 
we go 

(C) Why should 
we go 

(D) Why not we 
go 

38.  
Father: There’s no room in the garage. Why don’t we throw away all this old 
stuff?  
Son: No. __________.  

 
(A) That’s a good 
idea. 

(B) That sounds 
good instead 

(C) Let’s have a 
yard sale instead 

(D) Why don’t we 
get rid of it? 

 Choose the correct negative question:  

39.  You recognize an old friend at the mall. The friend doesn’t recognize you.  

 
(A) Don’t 
recognize you me? 

(B) Recognize me 
you don’t? 

(C) Don’t you 
recognize me? 

(D) You don’t 
recognize me? 

40.  Someone came and joined your group, greeted everyone, but forgot you.  

 
(A) Did you see 
me? 

(B) Didn’t you 
see me? 

(C) You not see 
me? 

(D) You see me? 

41.  Classes start at eight o’clock. It’s 8:30, and your brother is still in bed.  

 
(A) You are not 
going to school?  

(B) The school 
you aren’t 
going? 

(C) You not going 
school? 

(D) Aren’t you 
going to school? 

42. ___________ you here on vacation? 

 (A) Is  (B) Be (C) Am (D) Are 
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43. In my free time, I enjoy ___________________ out with my friends. 

 (A) hanged (B) will hang (C) hangs (D) hanging 

44. Choose the correct spelling 

 (A) usaully (B) usually (C) usullye (D) uasually 

45. I recommend ___________________________ basketball as a hobby. 

 (A) will play (B) playing (C) played (D) plays 

46. An athletic person is someone who 

 
(A) does things 
well and quickly 

(B) makes you 
laugh 

(C) enjoys sports (D) speaks a lot 

47. ____________________ you please take out the garbage? 

 (A) Could (B) Do (C) Must (D) Please 

 Grammar: 
 Chapter 6: Clause 

48. Identify the word group: if someone can help me. 

 
(A) Subordinate 
Clause 

(B) Independent 
Clause 

(C) Compound 
sentence   

(D) Complex 
sentence  

49. Identify the word group: The bottle was broken. 

 
(A) Subordinate 
Clause 

(B) Independent 
Clause 

(C) Compound 
sentence  

(D) Complex 
sentence 

50. 
Identify the underlined word group: Before the storm struck, the sky 
turned an odd shade of green. 

 
(A) compound 
sentence 

(B) Phrase  
(C) Independent 
Clause 

(D) Subordinate 
Clause 

51. Identify the word group: The photograph is striking. 

 
(A) Subordinate 
Clause 

(B) Independent 
Clause 

(C) Compound 
sentence  

(D) Complex 
sentence  

52. 
Identify the underlined word group: When she arrived, he had 
already left for the island. 

 
(A) Compound 
sentence 

(B) Phrase  
(C) Independent 
Clause 

(D) Subordinate 
Clause 

53. Identify the word group: which they all said. 

 
(A) Subordinate 
Clause 

(B) Independent 
Clause 

(C) Compound   (D) Complex   
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 Chapter 7: Sentence 

54. 
The underlined words are: I was alone in the tent, for everybody 
had left me. 

 (A) verbs (B) sentences  (C) adjectives (D) subjects  

55. 
The underlined words are: The noise awoke the others, and I felt 
embarrassed!  

 (A) verbs (B) sentences  (C) adjectives (D) subjects  

56. 
Choose the type of sentence: I bought an inexpensive skateboard 
and customized it. 

 
(A) Complex 
sentence 

(B) Compound 
sentence 

(C) Simple 
sentence 

(D) Phrase  

57. 
Choose the type of sentence: I will make the salad if you will make 
the lemonade. 

 
(A) Complex 
sentence 

(B) Compound 
sentence 

(C) Simple 
sentence 

(D) Phrase  

58. 
Choose the type of sentence: Skaters practice every day, but I 
practice only on weekends. 

 
(A) Complex 
sentence 

(B) Compound 
sentence 

(C) Simple 
sentence 

(D) Phrase  

59. Choose the type of sentence: My brother taught me how to skate. 

 
(A) Complex 
sentence 

(B) Compound 
sentence 

(C) Simple 
sentence 

(D) Phrase  

60. 
Choose the type of sentence: The person in the middle is my cousin 

Josie, and the one to her left is Uncle Timothy.  

 
(A) Complex 
sentence 

(B) Compound 
sentence 

(C) Simple 
sentence 

(D) Phrase  

61. 
Choose the type of sentence: When I have finished all of my work, I 
will sit outside for a while and read.  

 
(A) Complex 
sentence 

(B) Compound 
sentence 

(C) Simple sentence (D) Phrase  

 Chapter 8: Agreement 

62. 
Choose the correct verb form: 
Our cat _______to watch television with us, especially the nature 
shows.  

 (A) like (B) likes (C) liked (D) liking 
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63. 
Choose the correct verb form: 
All of the stuff in the attic _____________ to be dusted before the 
yard sale. 

 (A) needed (B) need  (c) needs (D) needing 

64. 
Choose the correct verb form: 
One of the most interesting sharks______ the whale shark. 

 (A) is (B) are (C) were (D) was 

65. 
Choose the correct word: 
They ______ plan to attend the concert tonight.  

 (A) don’t (B) were  (C) are (D) doesn’t 

66. 
Choose the correct verb form: 
Before each game, the team________ their kicks. 

 (A) practicing (B) practice (C) practices   (D) practiced   

  SPELLING 
67. Fill in the missing letters:  jou_nal_sm 

 (A) r-i (B) b-l (C) u-v (D) i-r 

68. Fill in the missing letters:  d_si_ner 

 (A) r-b (B) t-s (C) e-g (D) b-s 

69. Fill in the missing letters:  eq_ip_ed 

 (D)   h-f (C)  g-s (B)  u-p (A)   p-l 

70. Fill in the missing letters:  se_iousl_ 

 (A)  r-y (B)   w-h (C)  v-d (D)   x-y 

71. Fill in the missing letter:  pas_ion 

 (A)  l (B)  t (C)   s (D)   q 

72. Fill in the missing letters:  e_a_tly 

 (A) x-c (B)   d-f (C)     e-a (D)   r-i 

73. Fill in the missing letters:  su_pre_sed  

 (A)   h-p (B)   u-s (C)   p-s (D)   c-d 

74. Fill in the missing letters:  fo_u_ed 

 (A)   r- c (B)   o- l (C)   a- c  (D)   c- s 
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75. Fill in the missing letters:  e_pe_ience 

 (A)   x-r (B)   o- l (C)   a- c  (D)   r-x 

76. Fill in the missing letters:  ge_era_ion 

 (A)   u-v (B)   n-t (C)   c-d (D)   e-a 

77. Choose the correct spelling: 

 (A) ecsactly  (B) exactly (C) ixactly (D) ecxactly 

78. Choose the correct spelling: 

 (A) passion (B) pastion (C) pascion  (D) patsion 

79. Choose the correct spelling: 

 (A) desiner (B) disigner (C) designer (D) besigner 

80. Choose the correct spelling: 

 (A) experience (B) experiense (C) experiencse (D) ecsperience 

81. Choose the correct spelling: 

 (A)  ecuipped (B)  equipped (C)  equibped (D) ecquipped 

82. Choose the correct spelling: 

 (A) fokused (B) focused (C) foqused (D) fucused  

83. Choose the correct spelling: 

 (A)  serioslly (B)  siriously (C)  seriosly (D) seriously 

84. Choose the correct spelling: 

 (A) gineration (B) generacion (C) generation (D) generasion 

85. Choose the correct spelling: 

 (A)  suppressed  (B) supresed (C) supressed (D) subressed 

86. Choose the correct spelling: 

 (A) journalizm (B) journalism (C) jornalism (D) journalesm 

  VOCABULARY 

87. She shouted in _______ when she saw her result.  

 (A) disbelief (B) motorcade  (C) teletype  (D) encourage  

88. _______ machines are not in use now. 

 (A) Disbelief (B) Motorcade  (C) Teletype  (D) Encourage  

89. My sister and I opened a toy shop in ____________.  

 (A) reproduction (B) encourage  (C) partnership  (D) motorcade  
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90. The teacher ___________ the students to speak freely.  

 (A) reproduction (B) encourages  (C) partnership  (D) motorcade  

91. Digital recording gives excellent sound ____________.  

 (A) partnership (B) disbelief (C) reproduction (D) teletype  

92. I saw a _________ on the highway.  

 (A) motorcade (B) teletype (C) disbelief (D) partnership  

Question 2: (Pairing Questions) VOCABULARY 
From questions (1) to (15), in the answer sheet, for every question in  
column (1) shade the appropriate circle from column (2). 
 

Column (2)  Column (1) 

(A) distance typing   1) reproduction   

(B) a condition of sharing   2)  motorcade   

(C) cause to be fearless, give support    3)  disbelief  

(D) a remake   4)  teletype  

(F) travelling in a ship   5) encourage  

(E) a procession of moving machines   6) partnership  

(G) producing a strong or clear impression on the 

senses  

 7) vividly  

(H) a significant point in development   8) milestone  

(I)  wealthy  9) demonstrate   

(J)  difficulty  10) launch   

(K) to put into operation or set-in motion.  11) obstacle 

(L) to show clearly  12) prosperous 

(M) colorful  13) orchestrated 

(N) arranged  14) innovative 

(O) new  15) assassination 

(P) long distance   

(Q) not believing   

(R) murder   
 

 

Unseen Comprehension will also be included in the Mid-term exam.  
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Question 3: 1 Comprehension:  
Use the information in the passage to answer the questions below. 
 

Choose the correct answer by referring to the passage: 
 

1. Who was Wilborn Hampton? 

(A) An untested cub reporter at the Dallas 

office of United Press International. 

(B) A cub from 

Dallas P.O 

(C) Kennedy’s 

car driver. 

(D) President of the 

U.S 

2. What is the name of Hampton’s book? 

(A) The Real Story Behind 

Kennedy’s Assassination. 

(B) The World Mourns: A 

Reporter’s Story 

(C) The History of 

John F. Kennedy 

(D) Who is Wilborn 

Hampton? 

3. A synonym word to age-group: 

(A) young (B) worldwide (C) generation (D) folklore 

4. A synonym word to world-wide: 

        (A) international (A) national (C) local  (D) focused 

5. An antonym word for old: 

(A) generation (B) experience (C) young (D) age 

6. An antonym word for belief: 

      (A) disbelief (A) trust (C) encourage (D) reproduction 

 

Comprehension #1: Kennedy Assassinated! 
. Wilborn Hampton was an untested cub reporter at the Dallas office of United 

Press International when he answered the phone on November 22, 1963, and learned 

that shots had been fired at the motorcade carrying President and Mrs. John F. 

Kennedy through the streets of downtown Dallas. Kennedy Assassinated! is 

Hampton’s highly personal minute–by-minute chronicle of what happened that 

momentous afternoon as he covered his first major news story, and as the world 

reacted with shock and disbelief to word of the president’s death. 

Hampton recalls these events for a generation of young readers who know the 

Kennedys as distant figures from American folklore and pop culture. Today’ 

schoolchildren may have heard their parents or grandparents reminisce about the 

assassination, remembering exactly where they were when they heard the news, 

whom they were with, and what they said or felt. Hampton was at the scene and 

his book, subtitled The World Mourns: A Reporter’s Story, has the passion and 

immediacy of an eyewitness account. 

Hampton’s closely focused text does not discuss Kennedy’s record as President, 

his personal life or the controversy surrounding his assassination. That is not the 

author’s intention. It should, one hopes, encourage many readers to seek out 

other books on this and related topics. 
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2: Comprehension:  
Use the information in the passage to answer the questions below. 

 

From Questions below shade in the letter Ⓣ if the statement is True or Ⓕ  
if the statement is False, for every question.  

 

1)  Design and illustration play an important role in today’s best                                 

non-fiction books for children. 

T F 

2)  The narrative moves along in partnership with historic news 

photographs that appear on almost every page. 

  T  F 

3)  The word 'reproduction' means to make new.            T F 

4)  "Kennedy Assassinated" is a skillfully orchestrated blend of words 

and pictures. 

T F 

5)  Hampton’s book discusses Kennedy's life in detail. T F 

6)  There are reproduction of teletype transmissions and newspaper 

headlines. 

T F 

7)  The pronoun “it” in line 8 refer to Hampton’s book. T F 

8)  The word 'partnership' means travelling in a ship. T F 

9)  "Kennedy Assassinated" is collaboration between Hampton and 

Ann Stott. 

T F 

10)  Hampton’s book discusses Kennedy's assassination. T F 

 

Comprehension #2 
 

The narrative moves along in partnership with historic news photographs that 
appear on almost every page. Beginning with the endpapers, a collage of news 
items about the assassination, the book is skillfully orchestrated blend of words 
and pictures. 
There are reproductions of Teletype transmissions and newspaper headlines and 
President Kennedy’s autopsy report . . . And there are many striking full-page 
photographs documenting events from the Kennedys arrival at Love Field in 
Dallas to the president’s funeral in Washington. Kennedy Assassinated! is, in 
effect, collaboration between Hampton and Ann Stott, the book’s designer and 
photo researcher; it is an outstanding example of the role that design and 
illustration play in today’s best non-fiction books for children. 
Hampton’s closely focused text does not discuss Kennedy’s record as president, 
his personal life or the controversy surrounding his assassination. 
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3: Comprehension:  

                                                                  Airplane Journey 

Airplanes have a reputation for being dangerous and even inveterate travelers are 

intimidated by them. They also have the serious disadvantage of being the most 

expensive means of transportation, but nothing can match them for speed and comfort, 

traveling at an altitude of 30,000 feet, well above the clouds, and at more than 500 

miles per hour is an admirable experience. You don’t have to come up with ways to take 

your mind off the journey, as a plane whisks you quickly to your destination. For a few 

hours, you settle into a deep armchair to enjoy the flight. The true escapist can watch a 

free movie and have a hot or cold drink at some services. But even when such snacks 

aren’t available, there’s plenty to keep you busy. An airplane offers you an unusual and 

impressive view of the world. You soar effortlessly over high mountains and deep 

valleys. You really see the shape of the earth. If the landscape is hidden from view, you 

can enjoy the extraordinary sight of unbroken clouds, plains stretching for miles before 

you as the sun shines brightly in a clear sky. The ride is so smooth that there is nothing 

to stop you from reading or sleeping. Regardless of how you decide to spend your time, 

one thing is for sure: you will arrive at your destination fresh and wrinkle-free. You 

won’t have to spend the next few days recovering from a long and arduous journey. 

 1. The main disadvantage of air journey is:  

(A) It is very 
dangerous 

(B) It is very expensive (C) It is very boring (D) It is a fearsome 
experience. 

2. The best advantage of air journey is that: 

(A) watch a free film (B) sip coffee 

or tea 

(C) easily sleep or read 

during the fight 

(D) not feeling tired 

after the journey  

3. Find the synonym of ‘uncommon’ from the passage.  

(A) available (B) plenty (C) unusual (D) shape 

4. The exhilarating experience that the author talks about is:  

(A) Flying at a 
height 

(B) Flying above the 
clouds 

(C) Flying at a speed of 
500 miles per hour. 

(D) All of the above 

5. After an airplane journey, you do not have to spend time recovering because:  

(A) a long and 
arduous journey 

(B) travelled above the 
clouds 

(C) feel fresh and 
uncrumpled 

(D) spent time reading 
coffee books or 
sipping 
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Comprehension # 2 

Garbage Danger 

Garbage is a great danger to the environment. It comes from various sources: waste 

paper, tiffin packaging, plastic bags, ice cream wrappers, bottle caps, fallen leaves from 

trees and much more. Garbage makes the premises ugly, neglected and generates 

diseases. A large amount of garbage that is thrown away contains material that can be 

recycled and reused, such as paper, metals and glass, which can be sent to the nearest 

recycling center or disposed of at the junkyard. It also contains organic matter like 

leaves that can enrich soil fertility. A compost pit can be made in a convenient place 

where the waste can be laid out with layers of soil and an occasional sprinkling of water. 

This would help the decomposition to make valuable fertilizer. This would also prevent 

the pollution that is usually caused by burning such organic waste 

1. Garbage originates from:  

(A) waste paper, tiffin, 
packings, plastic bags and fallen 
leaves from trees  

(B) leftovers of 
food 

(C) fallen 
branches from 
trees 

(D) building 
materials. 

2. Garbage can create havoc to the mankind by 

 (A) spreading foul 
smell. 

(B) slowing our 
vehicles on the road 

(C) spreading 
several diseases 

(D) all the above. 

3. Find the synonym of ‘stop’ from the passage. 

(A) make (B) usually  (C) prevent (D) disposed 

4. What happens to the disposed material at the recycling center? 

(A) thrown away (B) recycled for 
reuse 

(C) dumped into the 
ground 

(D) sold to the rag 
pickers 

5. Garbage makes the ___________ ugly, neglected and generates diseases.  

(A) soil (B) caused (C) premises (D) burned 
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Question 4: (Composition) (100 WORDS) 

1-Write a paragraph to compare between reading e-books Vs Printed books. 
   

 
 

 

 

_________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 2- Write an opinion paragraph emphasizing on the importance of learning and practicing 

English language for the development of career.  (100 words) 

 

 

 
 

____________________________________________ 
 

 
___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

THE END! 

HELP BOX: lingua franca, denied, ignored, crucial, international, instruction, universities, 

career, internet, medicine, effective 

Helping Box: Readers, pleasure, technology, benefits, knowledge, relieving stress, internet, 

borrowed, download, opinion.   

 


